
The African
Master

Learn &
Earn Everywhere



How do we fix
Africa's broken
education system?

We start by providing
mass access to the best and brightest
minds of African descent.



The African Master

Is the "MASTERCLASS" for the African
continent

We need to change the narrative of
under-development



Under-
development

33 out of the 54 nations in Africa are on the
UN’s list of Least Developed Countries.

Education systems across the continent are
not fit for the modern world of today.
Approaches to learning are seriously broken



A growing youth population, Expected to
double to 830 million people by 2050.
over 160 million Africans in diaspora.

446 million mobile subscribers and over
250 million Smartphone mobile users.

The
Opportunity



The African
Master App

introducing

inspiring new generations of achievers.



Learn
Anywhere

Masterclasses by Africa's top talents: leaders,
celebrities, entrepreneurs, sports people...

Stream or download on mobile phones and other
internet-connected devices.

Anyone with a smartphone can signup on TAM app
and gain access to world-class, original content.

Users can access 'the global African Village', our
global community of users.



A hub for learners; content creators and
course providers

Earn
Everywhere



Part of
The Sparkso Ecosystem

Sparkso is an open community of people who
care about change and development and
are looking for projects and teams that can
deliver innovations and impacts.



Blockchain Smart
Contracts

NFT
Certification

Security, traceability,
tokenization, and
machine learning

Digital agreements,
payment systems, and

project paremeters

Issuance and
verification of diplomas

and certificates

Built on
Blockchain Technology

Leveraging blockchain's ledger technology to
secure accountability, and transparency to
improve, access, experience, and outcomes
for learners and creators.



TAM Masterclass Categories TAM Live
Delivered by the most

influential Africans
across the world

informed by the UN’s
SDGs and the African

Union’s 2063 Vision

Inspirational insight
events with Masters,

across Africa's key cities

Key Features



African Master Village

A global community of learners and
content creators, working together to
exchange know-how and collaborate
on solving development challenges
across the continent.



Nero Ughwujabo
Sparkso
Co-Founders

Founder and CEO Benedicte Coudert

David Rapanoel

Ghilas Benkhemou

Former Special Adviser to
UK Prime Minister

Founder



Contact Us

www.theafricanmaster.com

hello@theafricanmaster.com

+44-7957-311-668

This Game-Changing App is Coming Soon
It's going to be amazing and we would love for you to

be part of it you to be part of it




